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FIBER OPTIC READING MAGNIFIERS

fiber tapers provide no control over unwanted specular
reflection.
There is, therefore, a need for a magnifier which does not
introduce distortion and which can be used by a person
sitting in an upright position, and which does not require the
person to bend over the apparatus when reading a full page
of text.

RELATED APPLICATION
This is a divisional application of U.S. patent application 5
Ser. No. 08/228,209, filed Apr. 15, 1994, now U.S. Pat. No.
5,511,141.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention is related to a magnifying apparatus, and
more particularly, to an apparatus and method used to view
an object such as a book or other printed material on a
surface by magnifying the image of the object and viewing
the magnified image at a convenient angle to the surface on
which the object is located. Specifically, this invention is
related to the use of fiber optic tapers as magnifiers. Stand
magnifiers are frequently used as a visual aid by the visually
impaired. Their main advantage over other reading aids is
their relative stability and ease of use. The fixed and stable
distance from the reading material, and the flexibility in
distance from the eye to the magnifier make their use easy
to learn.
Most existing stand magnifiers, however, require the user
to bend over the magnifier in order to be able to read through
them. When used at a desk, for example, the user has to lean
forward and closely follow, with his/her whole upper-body,
the position of the magnifier on the page.
The postural problem with the stand magnifier also complicates the attainment of proper illumination for the printed
material. The user's head tends to block light from above,
and thus the need to permit light access through the sides of
the magnifier which makes for an uncomfortable and difficult hand grip. The difficulties in getting proper illumination
have resulted in the development of many electrically powered illuminated stand magnifiers. As one solution to these
difficulties, Combined Optical Industries Limited (COIL),
200 Bath Road, Slough, SL14DW, England, has recently
introduced a series of tilting stand magnifiers (Coil 5214).
However, tilting the lens results in distortions and reduces
the field of view. U.S. Pat. No. 4,923,282 (Spitzberg-et al.)
discloses another attempt to address this issue with a design
that incorporates a prism to tilt the image's angle.
As with all other lens magnifiers, the stand magnifiers are
limited also by distortions and vignetting. In most cases, the
limited field prevents binocular use and thus eliminates the
potential benefits of binocular vision. Attempts to increase
the field by aspheric lens design usually further increase the
optical distortions.
The actual magnification provided by lens magnifiers is
not easily defined or measured. The information provided by
the manufacturer is frequently inaccurate and misleading
(Bullimore and Bailey, Stand magnifiers: an evaluation of
new optical aids from COIL, Optometry and Vision Science,
66; 766-773, 1989), thus making the use and prescription of
these devices unnecessarily complicated.
As an entirely different approach a symmetrical bundle of
tapered optical fibers (commonly referred to as a taper) such
as that shown in FIG. 1 has been used as a magnifier. The
most common application has been for use by stamp collectors. The image light from these magnifiers is directed for
the most part perpendicular to the viewing face making the
best viewing position directly over the magnifier. While a
user may tolerate bending over the magnifier to view a
stamp, it would be very awkward for extended use in reading
a book, for example. Furthermore, these symmetrical optical

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
10

The invention is directed to a reading magnifierformed
from a bundle of juxtaposed longitudinally tapered optical
fibers. The viewing end of the optical fiber bundle is at the
larger end. The opposite (smaller) end of the bundle is flat.
15 This flat base end is cut at an angle with respect to the optical
fibers such that a line normal to the flat base end forms an
acute angle with the direction of orientation of the optical
fibers. The viewing end may also be cut at an angle, in
particular, such that the viewing end is parallel or almost
20 parallel with the flat base end of the bundle. The viewing end
may be further modified to include a convex spherical or
cylindrical surface. In order to serve as a reading magnifier,
low resolution fibers having a diameter at the viewing end of
at least about 80 microns are acceptable for users with
25 normal vision.
An alternate embodiment of the reading magnifier of the
invention may be formed in which continuous fibers are
curved between the flat base end of the bundle and the large
(viewing) end of the fibers. Moreover, a constant diameter
30 portion may extend between the viewing end of the bundle
and the tapered portion of the fibers.
The reading magnifier of the present invention may be
advantageously manipulated with ease by the user to
increase the use of available light sources for illuminating
35 the magnified image and to reduce or eliminate specular
reflections. Further advantages of the reading magnifier of
the invention are that it provies a large scanning range and
that it can be viewed by more than one person thereby
facilitating the teaching of reading with magnifiers to the
40 visually impaired. The reading magnifiers of the present
invention advantageously have a cone of light admittance
that is skewed relative to vertical (when placed on a horizontal surface) so that simple rotation of the magnifier can
optimize illumination and/or decrease glare.
45

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a drawing of a prior art tapered fiber optic bundle
being used as a reading magnifier.
FIG. 2 is an illustration of the prior art magnifier of FIG.
50
1 illustrating the range of positions of a user's eyes from
which the text can be seen with the magnifier.
FIG. 3 is a side view of one embodiment of a reading
magnifier of the present invention.
55
FIG. 4 is an illustration of the reading magnifier of FIG.
3 demonstrating the scanning range relative to a person
sitting at a flat surface such as a desk.
FIG. Sa is a side view of an alternate embodiment of the
reading magnifier of the invention.
60
FIG. Sb is a side view of a second alternate embodiment
of the reading magnifier of the invention.
FIG. 6a and 6b illustrate one method for making the
tapered magnifiers of the invention.
65
FIG. 7 is an illustration of a method step for making the
reading magnifier of the alternate embodiment illustrated in
FIG. 5.
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N.A.EFp=N.A.(rnax.)/M,
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating the concept of the
expanded admittance cone.
where M is the taper ratio or magnification.
FIG. 9 is a side view of another embodiment of the present
For the best light gathering capability and large scanning
invention in which the viewing end and flat base end of the
5 range, this effective N.A. should be relatively large, in the
reading magnifier are parallel to one another.
range of 0.2-0.5. If the small end N.A.(max.) is nearly 1.0
FIG. 10 is a side view of a still further embodiment of the
then values of M of 2x-5x are practical.
invention wherein the bundle of optical fibers has a constant
The size of the fibers in the taper is determined by the
diameter portion adjacent the viewing end.
application as a visual magnifier. In general, the large end of
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating the ideal tilt angles cut
10 the taper will be viewed by the naked eye at about 10 inches
through a bundle of tapered optical fibers for limiting
away (or a range of 6"-20", depending on the accommodadistortions.
tion capabilities of the observer). At a distance of 10 inches
FIG. 12 is an illustration of the admittance cone and the
and with normal eye resolution of about VJ rnilliradian, the
control of specular reflections associated with a reading
diameter of the fibers at the large end can be about 0.0033
magnifier cut in accordance with FIG. 11.
15 inches (or about 80 fliTI) and be just barely resolved by one
FIG. 13a is a diagram illustrating the chief ray tilted
with normal vision. As a practical matter, the image with the
towards the user at the large face of a magnifier illustrated
taper will also be visually acceptable with a fiber size of 2-3
in FIG. 10.
times this value (up to 160-240 Jliil in size).
FIG. 13b is a diagram illustrating the change in chief ray
When used by persons with impaired vision (due to
light tilt at the viewing face of a magnifier that has been cut 20 macular degeneration, for example), the fiber size may be
across a tapered portion of a bundle of optical fibers.
even larger and be entirely effective. Fiber sizes up to 500
FIG. 14 is a side view of a still further embodiment of the
fliTI may be entirely adequate depending upon the degree of
limited visual capabilities of the observer.
invention in which-the viewing face is a convex surface.
These large fiber sizes which are suitable for magnifiers
25
for visually impaired persons allow the manufacturing proDETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
cess for these tapers to be simplified, thereby reducing their
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
cost of manufacture.
This invention relates to a magnifying apparatus, and
The present invention makes use of these properties of
fiber optic tapers as reading magnifiers, but, in addition,
more particularly, to fiber optic magnifiers. It is well known
that a tapered fiber optic bundle containing well-aligned (so 30 improves upon their use by slanting either the bottom face
called "coherently" aligned) fibers is capable of transmitting
or both faces of the taper so as to tilt the light emitted from
the upper face towards the eye of the observer, when seated
an image from one face to the opposite face with either a
at a table for example.
reduction or magnification in size. Specifically, the size of
In a prior art fiber optic magnifier 20, the image seen on
the transmitted image is in direct proportion to the change of
size of the two ends of the fiber optic taper. Size ratios (i.e. 35 the upper face 22 may be viewed at a small angle to that face
magnifications) offrom nearly unity to as much as 10:1 may
and still be clearly seen, but due to reduction in N.A.
resulting from tapering, this angle is quite limited and
be practically obtained using a fiber optic taper.
thereby limits the scanning area for the magnifier. This
When the small end of the taper is placed in contact with
an object such as a printed page, an enlarged image appears 40 scanning area is the range over which an eye can see the
image on the upper face 22 as shown in FIG. 2. In the prior
at the upper, larger face of the taper (FIG. 1). Moreover, light
art fiber optic magnifier 20, the upper face 22 and the bottom
entering the upper face from ceiling lamps, the sun or any
face 24 are perpendicular to the straight coherent orientation
light source generally located above the taper is captured by
direction of the optical fibers.
the taper and is "condensed" onto the object surface and
One way in which the scanning area may be increased and
serves to illuminate the object. In general, no additional 45
made more comfortable for the viewer is by tilting the output
illumination is needed under normally illuminated ambient
face of the bundle of fibers taper toward the viewer. This can
conditions. For maximum light gathering capability, the
be done by cutting and surfacing the input or small face of
optical fibers making up the taper should have a high
the bundle at an angle to the axis as shown in FIG. 3. The
effective numerical aperture.
reading
magnifier 30 of FIG. 3 has a viewing face 32 that is
Numerical aperture (N.A.) is defined as:
50 perpendicular to the fused bundle of juxtaposed longitudinally tapered optical fibers. The fibers of the bundle are
N.A.=n sin a
tightly juxtapositioned and coherently aligned. The fiat base
input end 34 of the solid bundle is cut on a bias angle across
where n is the refractive index of the external medium
(normally air where n=l.O) and a is the half angle of the
the bundle. The angle can be defined as an acute angle
largest cone of light capable of entering or leaving the fiber. 55 formed between a normal 40 to the flat base end 34 and an
In a fiber optic taper, the N.A. is a maximum at the smaller
orientation direction 38 of the optical fibers. The orientation
end:
direction 38 is generally defined by a longitudinal axis
through a straight centrally located fiber in the solid fiber
bundle. The amount of the bias angle along with the effective
60
N.A. of the bundle will determine the scanning range of the
magnifier (FIG. 4). This range may be calculated as follows:
where n 1 is the refractive index of the core of the fiber, and
n 2 is the refractive index of the cladding of the fiber.
~ = .Q. . tan~
(D + L)
tanU!H,uz
H
At the larger end, the effective N.A. is reduced by virtue
of the tapering of the fibers and the enlarging of the image 65
~. = 90° - B + a; ~2 = 90° - B - a
in a manner similar to the Lagrange condition for lenses.
Thus, the effective N.A. of the large end of the taper is:

5,600,751
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-continued

relative to the normally (perpendicular) face (FIG. 3) (angle
8). For a relatively large angle of cut of 8=30° in the above
examples, cos30°=0.87, so that only 13% anamorphic magnification results. For a more typical value of 8=20°
(cos20°=0.94), the ratio is 0.94 which is scarcely noticeable.
This anamorphic magnification causes the vertical magnification of the scanned text to be slightly less than the
horizontal so that enlarged objects appear slightly wider (or
less high) than normal when viewed with the tilted bundle
30. Even this small difference can be reduced or eliminated
in a number of ways as shown below.
If the cut through the small end of the magnifier is made
through the tapered portion of the magnifier an additional
type of distortion will result, namely "Keystone" distortion.
When cut through the tapered portion, different regions of
the upper taper face provide different magnifications. The
region closer to the user provides less magnification than the
region further away from the user. The level of distortion
depends both on the angle of cut and on the steepness of the
tapering at the level of the cut. This distortion is not
particularly serious, however, because when the magnifier is
used for reading, each line of text has a uniform magnification and the difference between the magnification of
adjacent lines is small and unimportant.
One method for eliminating all anamorphic magnification
or keystone like distortion is to "bend" the smaller end of the
bundle as shown in FIG. Sa. The reading magnifier 40 of
FIG. Sa is a solid bundle of tightly juxtapositioned longitudinally tapered optical fibers. The fiat base end 44 of the
bundle is perpendicular to the longitudinal orientation of the
optical fibers at the intersection with the fiat base. The
bundle has a tapered portion 48 in which the optical fibers
increase in diameter from the base end 44 towards the wide
end of the bundle. The tapered portion 48 is bent or curved
near the fiat base end 44. The fibers in the tapered portion 48
are continuous fibers that have been bent or curved. A
viewing face 42 may be cut across the tapered portion 48

[3, = 90' - 90' +

o2 = 90' -[32 = 90' -

90' +

e-

a =

e- a

e +a= e +a

D

5

tano1 = tan(B - a) = H

tan~ = tan(B + a) =

(D

~)

D + L = Htan(B + a)

10

D = Htan(B - a)
:.L = Hltan(8 + a) - tan(B - a)J

where sina = N.A. EFF• 8 = tilt angle of taper
15
andNA
. ·EFF

N.A.(nominal)
M

Example:Let8 = 25° ,N.A. = l.O,M = 3,H = !Oinches,
:.N.A.~"FF

= .33, sina = .33, a= 19.47'

20

L = 1Qtan(25 + 19.5) - tan(25 - 19.5)J = 8.85inches
D = H · tan(8 - a) = linch

For the nominal case where D=O, the taper magnifier is
scanned from just under the eyes and away from the
observer. For this case the optimal tilt angle is S=a. Smaller
angles will result in a loss of scanning range (expressed as
negativeD values in Table 1). The effective (useful) range
is the range L minus any negative portion of the measure D.
Angles of tilt larger than a are possible but will force the
scanning range away from the user (D>O). A small positive
value for D such as 1-2 inches is probably best for the
reading task. Table 1 compares the calculated scanning field
for a number of tapers parameters, and illustrate the
increases in the effective scanning range resulted from the
introduction of a tilt.

25

30

35

TABLE 1
The effective scanning field calculated for a number of tapers. In all cases height of
eye is object is H = 10".
NA (nominal)

Mag (M)

a = admittance

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.66
0.66
1.0
1.0

3.0X
3.0X
3.0X
2.5X
2.5X
2.5X
2.5X
2.0X
2.0X

19.47°
19.47°
19.47°
23.58°
23.58°
15.31°
15.31°
30°
30°

8 =Tilt

oo
19.47°
25°

oo

30°

oo

20°

oo

36°

L

D

Effective Range

7.07"
8.08
8.85"
8.73"
12.43"
5.47"
6.26"
11.55"
21.41"

-3.54"
0"
0.97"
-4.36"
1.13"
-2.74"
.82"
-5.77"
1.05"

3.54"
8.08"
8.85"
4.36"
12.43"
2.74"
6.26"
5.77"
21.41"

The lateral scanning range is also limited by the effective
range. By slightly rotating the slanted taper (towards the
user) while scanning laterally, the lateral range can be
maximized. The full scanning field covered this way will be
bound by a circle of radius equal to the scanning range
(L+D), center at the observer. Thus for D=O, for most of the
forward field (up to 85%) a lateral field wider than the
scanning range (L) may be covered.
Cutting the smaller face of the bundle at an angle (FIG. 3)
will introduce a small amount of an anamorphic magnification into the image displayed on the large face. That is, the
magnification will be different for the vertical and. horizontal meridians (diameters) of the transmitted image. The
amount of this difference (more correctly the ratio of these
magnifications) is simply the cosine of the angle of cut

55

60

65

perpendicular to the orientation direction of the optical
fibers. Alternatively, a constant diameter portion of the
optical fibers 49 may be provided between the tapered
portion 48 and viewing face 42.
A combination of both bending and bias cutting may be
employed to tilt the magnifier toward the user. The desired
tilt can be achieved partially from a smaller angle bend and
partially from a smaller angle bias cut as illustrated in FIG.
Sb. Such a magnifier 100 has a tapered portion 108 and may
optionally include a constant diameter portion 109 adjacent
the viewing face 102. The tapered portion 108 has a partial
bend near the small base end 104. The base end 104 is cut
at a bias angle relative to the orientation direction of the
optical fibers in the bundle adjacent to the base end. The bias
cut shortens the fibers at the inner radii of the bend in the
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provide a more convenient and comfortable viewing posibundle. The bias cut therefore adds to the tilt of the magnifier
tion for the viewer, and to distribute the output light to
begun by the bend. By combining a bend and a bias cut, a
achieve a maximum scanning range over the object (such as
more stable magnifier than one achieved only through
a printed page), and to provide better control over collecting
bending can be achieved. The smaller angle of bending may
result in easier production and reduced distortions. Simi- 5 light from sources in the user's environment. Effectively, the
fibers' tips are cut at an angle forming prisms. At the same
larly, the partial bend reduces the needed angle for the bias
time the bias cut of the top face also may be used to reduce
cut resulting in a reduction in distortions associated with
or eliminate the anamorphic magnification.
such a cut.
The relation of the angle of cut at the large end to the
Tapering and bending of a fused bundle of optical fibers
angle of cut at the smaller end needed to correct for the
can be achieved in either a single or a combination of 10
anamorphic· and keystone distortions can be calculated for
forming steps by softening the fiber bundle at an appropriate
simple cases and easily approximated for other conditions.
temperature in an electric furnace as shown in FIG. 6a. The
For the case of a bundle of ideal conical shape (where both
usual tapering process is done by heating the central region
cuts are made through the conical portion) they should be
of a cylindrical bundle or boule of fused optical fibers and
parallel to eliminate both types of distortions (FIG. 9). In any
pulling the heat softened boule into an hourglass shape as 15
case, the angle of the cut at the large end should be similar
shown in FIG. 6b. Bending of the dual taper can then be
to the angle of cut at the small end relative to perpendicular
achieved by tilting one end relative to the other as shown in
to orientation direction of the fibers. If not equal, it is
FIG. 7 either as part of the same heating cycle or as a
preferred that the amount of the angle of the cut of the large
separate operation. In either case, if the operation is carried
end be smaller than the cut at the small end, so that the
out with symmetrical forces and heat distribution, two 20
magnifier view face is tilted towards the user.
essentially identical tapers can be made from the starting
For a bundle 70 with a conical tapered portion 77, where
boule. The curved bundle is cooled to a solid inflexible state.
the top of the bundle is blended into a cylindrical untapered
The bundle may then be cut across the central region
constant portion diameter (FIG. 10) the effect is different. If
forming two magnifiers. In use, the bend in the reading
the bias cut at the large viewing end 72 is made above the
magnifier 40 will tilt the magnifier towards the user to 25
tapered portion 77 the keystone distortion will not be
provide the increased scanning range and will not suffer
affected by this cut at any angle. On the other hand the
from the distortions of a bias angle cut through the bottom,
anamorphic magnification can be eliminated by this cut at an
smaller end.
angle <1> where
In addition to providing an increased scanning range these
tilted fiber optic magnifiers, of both types described above, 30
cos!1l = cos(ro + 8)
also provide better control of illumination, both for the
cos 2m
purpose of collecting the ambient light and in avoiding the
glare resulting from specular reflections of any bright light
where ro is the angle of the conical taper (angle between the
sources from the upper viewing face of the bundle. Due to
outer wall of the tapered portion 77 and the orientation
the tilt of the upper face, rotation of the magnifier around a 35 direction of the fibers) and 8 is the bias angle of the cut at
vertical axis permits the user to include within the magnithe small base end 74 of the bundle.
fier's admittance cone a light source (a window or a ceiling
Most practical fiberoptic tapers are not exactly conical in
light fixture) which would otherwise be outside the admitshape. Complete elimination or major reduction of the
tance cone of the same taper without the tilt (FIG. 8). A prior
keystone distortion can be achieved with any shape of taper
art bundle of tapered optical fibers 20 with perpendicular top 40 by bias cutting the top surface of the magnifier through the
and bottom faces has a cone of admittance which is symtapered portion at such an angle that the change in taper
metrical about a center axis. Rotation of the prior art bundle
diameter across the cut will be at the same ratio as the
20 does not alter the location of the cone of admittance.
change of the taper diameter across the bottom cut. As
Once a light source lies within the admittance cone its light
shown in FIG. 11, once the bottom face was cut at a given
is concentrated by the tapered fibers and results in a brighter 45 angle, defining the two diameters D and D , the top face has
1
2
image. Specular reflections from bright sources which
to be cut down to a level on the taper defined by taper
would be reflected from the polished upper surface of the
diameter D3 such that
magnifier can also be redirected with the magnifiers of the
invention by the same slight rotation of the magnifier to tilt
the reflections off the viewing face away from the user's 50
eyes.
Another way to state the desired relationship is that the cut
A second method for reducing or eliminating the anamorphic and keystone like distortion of the taper bias cut at the
should be such that local magnification or the ratio of fiber
smaller end involves a second substantially parallel cut of
diameters at the corresponding edges will be equal, i.e., the
the taper at the large viewing end 62 as shown in FIG. 9. In 55 fiber diameter at 84 will be the same ratio to diameter at 82
accordance with this alternate embodiment, a bundle of
as is diameter at 83 to 81.
tightly juxtapositioned longitudinally tapered-optical fibers
The bias cut of the top face also results in directing the
light emerging from the bundle towards the user (as
60 is cut at a bias angle across its small end to form a fiat
explained below) and thus reduces the magnitude of the
base end 64. Substantially the same bias angle is used to cut
across the optical fibers at the larger end to form the viewing 60 angle of the bias cut needed at the smaller end. The smaller
face 62. A line normal 66 to the flat base end 64 makes the
the angle of cut at the small end the less the magnitude of
acute bias angle with a line in the orientation direction of the
distortions resulting therefrom.
The bias cut at the large viewing end 62 is used to direct
optical fibers in the bundle 60. The orientation direction of
the light toward the user. This is due to the prismatic effect
the fibers is generally defined by a straight optical fiber
65 at the tip of each fiber i.e. the light emerging from the center
located in the center of the bundle 60,
The main purposes of the bias cut to form the viewing
of each fiber passes (refracted) at an angle through a glass air
face 62 are to direct the viewing face of the bundle so as to
interface. With the angle cut, the light emerging at the center
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of each fiber passes through a glass air interface at an angle.
This refraction tends to cause emerging rays to deviate
towards the user as shown by angle A.' in FIG. 9. The optimal
deviation or tilt of the axial ray from the vertical is slight! y
more than the admittance half angle a determined by the
NA. With this level of tilt the same condition of slightly
positive range D described above will be achieved. The tilt
of the axial ray due to the bias cut of the top face is close to
twice the cut angle. For a fiber core glass with index n=1.8,
a cut of the viewing face at angle A.' will result in the axial
ray in the air shifted at angle to the normal where

the inherent fiber tilt. It may actually be bent away from the
user but the angle of deviation from the normal is smaller
there.
5

A.'> A."'

Thus the deviation at that region of the viewing face away
from the observer will be reduced as is preferred. The tilt of
the light across the viewing face may be favorably controlled even further by forming the top surface as a convex
10
surface 92 of either spherical shape or of cylindrical shape
with horizontal axis perpendicular to the front to back
sin:\.'=1.8sin:\.
direction of the slant cut across the top of the bundle 90, as
shown in FIG. 14. With such a convex surface the amount
Therefore, a combined parallel cut of both surfaces of the
of
local prismatic effect at both the near and far regions of
taper at angle A. will result in an axial ray tilt of about 2A. 15
the top face may be reduced to counter the change in fiber
from the vertical. The fibers will arrive at the top at an angle
angles at the edges of the taper.
of A. and the top face cut will shift the ray about 2A. from the
Of course, it should be understood that various changes
normal which is now vertical again. Thus, optimal tilt can be
and
modifications to the preferred embodiments described
achieved by cutting both the bottom and top faces at angles
above will be apparent to those skilled in the art. For
20
example, the bias angle selected for cutting the fiat base end
and viewing end may differ as well as the differences in the
degree of taper of the optical fibers. Also, the shape of the
This smaller angle of cut reduces the level of anamorphic
reading magnifier may be changed to suit the desirability of
magnification effect and the keystone type distortion to a 25 the final product for handling by the user of the magnifier.
These and other changes can be made without departing
negligible level.
from the spirit and scope of the invention and without
In addition to reducing distortion and therefore also
preserving magnification, the cut at the top of the taper
diminishing its attendant advantages. It is therefore intended
combined with the nearly parallel cut at the bottom permits
that such changes and modifications be covered by the
better control of the light collection and specular reflections.
following claims.
30
The cone of light admittance is skewed at an angle relative
I claim:
1. A reading magnifier comprising:
to vertical as shown in FIG. 12 for a practical tapered bundle
80. With this design the bundle can be used effectively with
a bundle of tightly juxtapositioned longitudinally tapered
illumination corning -over the user's shoulder onto the paper.
optical fibers;
This illumination arrangement is recommended for visually
a fiat base end formed by a cut on a first bias angle across
35
impaired and for comfortable reading in general to prevent
said bundle; and
glare from the source from reaching the user's eyes. A
a
viewing
end formed on a second bias angle across said
bundle 80 cut as described above will have a fiat top viewing
bundle not larger than the first bias angle, wherein each
surface 62 parallel to the desk, therefore, specular reflections
of the optical fibers has a larger diameter at the viewing
from light sources behind the user will be reflected away 40
end than at the fiat base end.
from the user's eyes.
2. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein the viewing
Although the top surface of the taper is horizontal its
end
is parallel with the fiat base end.
admittance cone is tilted relative to vertical. Vertical being
3. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein the viewing
established by a normal to the fiat base end 64. (FIG. 12).
Thus the position of the admittance cone in space can be 45 end has a convex surface.
4. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein the viewing
controlled by slight rotations of the bundle, as is possible
end
has a cylindrical surface.
with the tilted viewing end of the above-described embodi5. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein said bundle
ments, to scan the environment for better collection of light
of tapered optical fibers has a constant diameter portion
from ambient sources.
extending between the viewing end and a tapered portion of
If the cut through the top surface is made through the
50 said fibers.
tapered portion, the amount of light tilt will vary across the
6. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein said bundle
viewing face as illustrated in FIG. 13b. The light emerging
of
tapered optical fibers is characterized by a cone of light
from the region of the viewing face for positioning closer to
admittance through the viewing end that is skewed at an
the user will be tilted more towards the user than light
angle relative to a direction normal to the fiat base end.
emerging from the center of the viewing face.
55
7. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein each of said
tapered optical fibers has a diameter at the viewing end of at
least about 80 microns.
This is the result of the combined overall taper tilt and the
8. The reading magnifier of claim 1 wherein said bundle
inherent tilt of fibers on the outside portion of the bundle. On
of optical fibers bends between said fiat base end and said
the other hand, at the region of the viewing face to be 60 viewing end.
positioned further from the user, the light will be bent the
least since the prismatic effect due to the taper tilt will cancel
* * * * *

